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Abstract—Layered multicast is a common approach for dis-
semination of audio and video in heterogeneous network en-
vironments. Layered multicast schemes can be classified into
two categories – feedback-based and feedback-free – depending
on whether or not the scheme delivers feedback to the sender
of the multicast session. Advocates of feedback-based schemes
claim that the feedback is necessary to match the heteroge-
neous receiver capabilities efficiently. Supporters of feedback-
free schemes believe that feedback introduces significant com-
plexity and that a moderate amount of additional layers can bal-
ance any benefit the feedback provides. Surprisingly, therehas
been no systematic evaluation of these claims. This paper com-
pares feedback-based and feedback-free schemes quantitatively
with respect to their abilities to align the provided service to the
capabilities of the heterogeneous receivers. We believe that such
an evaluation supplies valuable insights and guidelines tothe de-
signers of future multicast congestion control protocols.

1 Introduction

Layered multicast has been suggested as a solution for real-
time dissemination of audio and video to heterogeneous re-
ceivers. In a layered scheme, the sender encodes media con-
tent into a stack of cumulative layers. The capability of a
receiver determines which layers it can receive.

Layered multicast schemes can be classified into two cate-
gories – feedback-based and feedback-free. Feedback-based
schemes discover the receiver capabilities and communicate
them to the sender. Based on this feedback, the sender
adjusts the layer transmission rates to improve their align-
ment with the receiver capabilities. Examples of feedback-
based schemes includeSAMM [8] and SIM [2]. Feedback-
free schemes deliver no feedback to the sender: the sender
transmits the layers at predetermined constant rates; the re-
ceivers indicate to the network their desire to add or drop a
layer, and, in response, routers modify their multicast rout-
ing tables.RLM [4], RLC [7], andFLID [1] are examples of
feedback-free schemes.

While researchers have dedicated substantial efforts to
the design of specific schemes, it is not established which
approach – feedback-free or feedback-based – is prefer-
able. Advocates of feedback-based schemes claim that feed-
back is necessary to provide efficient operation in heteroge-
neous environments. Their opponents believe that feedback-
based schemes are inherently more complex and that a small
amount of additional layers can offset any benefit the feed-
back provides. Yet, there has been no systematic evaluation
of these claims.

This paper compares feedback-based and feedback-free
schemes quantitatively with respect to their abilities to align
the provided service to the capabilities of the heterogeneous
receivers. Our findings indicate tangible incentives for de-
signing light-weight feedback-based schemes.

2 Model

We consider a multicast session withC different receiver
capabilities where the capability of a receiver is the maxi-
mum fair rate at which the receiver can receive data from the
sender. Similarly to earlier studies of layered multicast [5],
we represent these capabilitiesi (wherei = 0; : : : ; C � 1)
with positive real numbers. We useni to denote the num-
ber of receivers with capabilityi. Thus, the numbern of
receivers in the multicast session is given byn = C�1Xi=0 ni: (1)

The sender multicasts the content using up toT cumulative
layers. Lettk (such thatk = 0; : : : ; T � 1) denote the cumu-
lative transmission rate for layerk. We assume that layer0 is
the base layer of the hierarchical data encoding and that, fork = 1; : : : ; T�1, layerk refers to thek-th enhancement layer
of the encoding. That is, we have0 < t0 < t1 < : : : < tT�1.

The key difference between feedback-based and feedback-
free schemes is how much information about the receiver ca-
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pabilities is provided to the sender. Unlike a feedback-based
scheme, a feedback-free scheme does not notify the sender
about the actual capabilities of the receivers. Thus, to select
transmission rates for the feedback-free scheme, the sender
can rely only on a priori estimates of the capabilities. These
estimates can be obtained from network statistics as well as
from the transmission requirements of the content. We model
the estimates of the capabilities as apossible range [l, vl]
wherel is thelowest possible capability (l > 0) andv is the
estimated heterogeneity (v � 1). We assume that the actual
capabilities lie within this possible range, i.e.,l � i � vl
for eachi = 0; : : : ; C � 1. Note that the sizel(v � 1) of
the possible range can be substantially larger than the spanof
actual capabilities: e.g., when all the receivers share thesame
bottleneck link, their capabilities are identical.

2.1 Metrics

For a receiver with capabilityi, we define areceiver satis-
faction si as:si = maxtk�if0; tkgi ; 0 � si � 1: (2)

Thus, to evaluate the satisfaction of a receiver with a scheme,
we consider only those layers that do not create congestion.
For example, if each layer adds 1 Mbps to the total trans-
mission rate, and the capability of a receiver is 1.25 Mbps,
then the receiver can obtain (without causing congestion)
only the base layer, and this gives the receiver a satisfaction
of 1=1:25 = 80%. Since the receiver cannot obtain the en-
hancement layers in their entirety, they are not considered. In
this respect, our metric is similar to the “goodput” measure
used in [8] to represent the quality of layered video. If the re-
ceiver can not obtain even the base layer, thensi = 0; when
the transmission rates match the receiver capability exactly,si = 1. While we claim no special wisdom in modeling the
satisfaction of a receiver, our index is consistent with earlier
approaches and, in fact, is an instantiation of more generic
metrics such as the inter-receiver fairness [3] and qualityof
the received signal [6].

To quantify the overall utility of the scheme for the ses-
sion, we define asession satisfaction S as the average of the
receiver satisfaction indices of all the receivers in the session:S = C�1Xi=0 nin si: (3)

Since feedback refines the estimates of the capabilities, it
is reasonable if a feedback-based scheme provides a higher
session satisfaction than a feedback-free scheme with the
same number of layers. The key question is how significantly
do the provided session satisfactions differ. Because the units
of satisfaction are somewhat arbitrary, a good way to assess

the significance of the difference is to measure how many ad-
ditional layers a feedback-free scheme may need to provide
a comparable session satisfaction. We formally define this
additional amount of layers as alayer overhead d:d = minS0(T+g)�fS1(T )fgg (4)

whereS0(T + g) is the session satisfaction delivered by the
feedback-free scheme withT + g layers,S1(T ) denotes the
session satisfaction given by the feedback-based scheme withT layers, andf is asatisfaction similarity characterizing the
closeness of the session satisfactions (0 < f � 1).

2.2 Compared Schemes

Shacham [6] designed a dynamic programming algorithm
that, givenC, T , i, andni, computes an optimal scheme with
respect to the session satisfaction. We refer to this schemeas
anOptimal Layering (OL) scheme and use it as the (best pos-
sible) representative of feedback-based schemes.

In feedback-free schemes, the sender knows only the pos-
sible range [l, vl] of receiver capabilities and selects the trans-
mission rates to cover it. We examine two feedback-free
schemes suggested in the literature:� Additive Layering (AL) scheme, where each enhance-

ment layer increases the cumulative transmission rate by
additivea = (v�1)lT :tk = l + ak = (1 + kT (v � 1))l; (5)� Multiplicative Layering (ML) scheme, where enhance-
ment layers raise the cumulative transmission rate mul-
tiplicatively by factorm = v 1T :tk = l �mk = l � v kT : (6)

3 Experiments

3.1 Methodology

We pick the values ofi randomly, under the assumption
of uniform distribution, from an interval within the possible
range [l, vl]. We call this interval theactual span and char-
acterize it with two parameters,size h andshift z, which take
their values between 0 and 1 (see Figure 1 for examples):� Actual span size h refers to the percentage of the possi-

ble range the actual span covers;h = 1 when the actual
span coincides with the possible range [l, vl]; if h = 0,
all the receivers have the same capability;� Actual span shift z specifies the location of actual span
within the possible range [l, vl]. Formally, we define
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z = x(1�h)(v�1)l wherex measures the gap between the
lowest possible capabilityl and the actual span while(1 � h)(v � 1)l is the maximum value of this gap. For
instance,z = 0 when the lower border of the actual span
coincides withl; if z = 0:5, the actual span is in the mid-
dle of the possible range; whenz = 1, the upper border
of the actual span coincides with the highest possible ca-
pability vl.

possible range

actual span for h=1

actual span for h=0.9, z = 0.1

actual span for h=0.1, z = 1

actual span for h=0.1, z = 0.5

actual span for h=0.1, z = 0.1

actual span for h=0.1, z = 0

actual span for h=0.5, z = 0.9

actual span for h=0.5, z = 0.1

actual span for h=0.5, z = 0.5

actual span for h=0.1, z = 0.9

l vl capability

Figure 1: Characterizing the actual capabilities.

We pick the values ofni randomly, under the assumption
of uniform distribution, from interval [1, p] wherep is the
maximum number of receivers with the same capability.

The default parameter settings in our experiments are as
follows: T = 5 (up to 5 layers),C = 50 (50 different ca-
pabilities), p = 399 (the number of receivers with a par-
ticular capability is picked randomly from interval [1,399];
thus, the expected number of receivers isp+12 C = 10000),l = 1, v = 100 (the possible range is [1, 100], this can cor-
respond to the range of video rates from 60 Kbps to 6 Mbps),z = 0:5, h = 0:5 (the actual span is in the middle of the pos-
sible range and covers half of it), andf = 0:99 (we measure
how many additional layers a feedback-free scheme needs to
provide a session satisfaction that is 99% of the one given by
theOL scheme).

When we vary a parameter, we consider a large number –
100 in most of the experiments – of its settings distributed
uniformly throughout the examined range. For each consid-
ered setting, we generate 100 (different due to the randomness
in our experimental setup) session configurations and com-
pute the session satisfactions provided by theOL, ML, and
AL schemes as well as the layer overheads for theML and
AL schemes. We present the results graphically as lines con-
necting the points that correspond to the averages, over allthe
generated configurations, of the computed values.

3.2 Results

As Figure 2 shows, the feedback-basedOL scheme con-
sistently provides a higher average satisfaction than the
feedback-freeAL andML schemes. Figure 2a demonstrates

that when the actual span of the capabilities is much smaller
than their possible range (i.e., for low values ofh), OL pro-
vides an almost perfect satisfaction while the feedback-free
schemes need on the order of 100 additional layers to supply
a comparable level of efficiency. As the actual span sizeh
increases, the efficiency ofOL decreases, and the layer over-
heads ofAL andML converge to about 10 layers. With in-
crease of the actual span shiftz (see Figure 2b), the satis-
faction given byOL improves, and the performance balance
between the feedback-free schemes flips: sinceML, in com-
parison toAL, places its layers closer to the lowest possible
capability,ML outperformsAL if the value ofz is low (i.e.,
when the actual span is close tol); for larger values ofz,
AL gives a better satisfaction thanML.

In Figure 2c, we varyC, the number of different capabil-
ities, while keeping the expected number of receivers close
to 10000. When the number of different capabilities is at
most the number of layers,OL yields the100% satisfaction.
For larger values ofC, the satisfaction given byOL declines
slightly, and the satisfactions provided byAL andML remain
on lower but relatively constant levels. When the numbers
of layers and different capabilities are of the same order, the
layer overhead for the feedback-free schemes is large but de-
creases as the number of capabilities grows. In contrast, we
observed thatn, the number of receivers, makes virtually no
impact on the performance of theOL, AL, andML schemes.

If the capabilities are the same and known a priori, all
the schemes provide the100% satisfaction. Figure 2d shows
that when the estimated heterogeneityv (and, due to the
fixed value ofh, the actual heterogeneity too) increases even
slightly, OL provides a considerably higher satisfaction than
theAL andML schemes that need at least 9 additional layers to
supply similar satisfactions. We observed that the lowest pos-
sible capabilityl, unlike the estimated heterogeneityv, does
not affect the performance of theOL, AL, andML schemes;
this indicates that the units of capability measurements are
irrelevant.

Figure 3 shows that asT , the number of layers, grows,
ML and AL fail to reach the satisfaction provided byOL.
Moreover, asT increases, they incur greater layer overheads
to provide comparable satisfactions. Another interestingob-
servation is that less than10 layers enableOL to bring the
satisfaction closely to100%.

Figure 4 studies the dependence of the layer overheads on
the satisfaction similarityf . To reach85% of the satisfaction
provided by theOL scheme,AL andML need about 1 and 4
additional layers respectively. As we increase the satisfaction
similarity f , the layer overheads grow. To provide the same
satisfaction asOL, theAL andML schemes require about 11
and 26 additional layers respectively.
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